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&�&�&�The Power Pressure Cooker XL Makes Cooking So, So Easy!&�&�&�America’s favorite Power

Pressure Cooker XL cookbook with easy and fast recipes for your electric pressure

cooker.Humble, honest home cooking that is healthy, delicious, and easy to make does not

have to be difficult or demand all of your free time.Throughout the pages of this book, you will

discover C� variety of sweet, savory, salty, and other delicious recipes. These flavorful dishes are

hand-picked to ensure you have C� hearty collection of the best recipes on hand at all times. As C�

result, this cookbook is the ultimate companion to you power pressure cooker. You are

guaranteed to find C� wonderful selection of traditional, modern and alternative recipes inside to

suit any palette.Check what You can get in this book:Chapter 1: What Is Electric Pressure

Cooking?Chapter 2: The BenefitsChapter 3: Meeting The Power Pressure Cooker XlChapter 4:

Cleaning SolutionsChapter 5: Power Pressure Cooker XlChapter 6: RecipesDon’t miss out on

this delicious and time-saving lifestyle – get your copy of this Power Pressure Cooker XL

cookbook right away!

From the Inside Flap" AhiNama " in the Cuban culture is slang for: "Here it is"or "This is it",

which suggest that you have reached the mostexcellent or ultimate in whatever you are

referring to. We hope you find thatthis Cuban Cuisine book brings out some of the most

excellent variations of thefood brought to us by our Caribbean friends from Cuba!
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TERMS & CONDITIONSNo part of this book should be transmitted or reproduced in any form

whatsoever, including electronic, print, scanning, photocopying, recording or mechanical

without the prior written permission of the author. All the information, ideas and guidelines are

for educational purpose only. The writer has tried to ensure the utmost accuracy of the content

provided in the book, all the readers are advised to follow instructions at their own risk. The

author of this book cannot be held liable for any incidental damage, personal or even

commercial caused by misrepresentation of the information given in the book. Readers are

encouraged to seek professional help when needed.TABLE OF CONTENTS Chapter 1: What

Is Electric Pressure Cooking?Chapter 2: The BenefitsChapter 3: Meeting The Power Pressure

Cooker XlChapter 4: Cleaning SolutionsChapter 5: Power Pressure Cooker XlChapter 6:

RecipesBreakfast RecipesPinnacle Bell Pepper, Potato Egg BakePerfect Nutritious Oats With

Walnuts And PearsDashing Gouda-Mushroom Oats With ThymeReliable Breakfast Vanilla

Quinoa BowlCharming Hard Boiled EggsPoultry RecipesScrumptious Chicken TikkaFantastic

Whole Turkey With Cranberry GlazeDelightful Pressure Cooked Whole ChickenSuper Mustard

Honey ChickenAwesome Homemade Moroccan Cardamom ChickenIconic Country Poached

Chicken With FennelUltimate Teriyaki ChickenUnique Turkey Breast And GravyYummy Turkey

And Potatoes In Buffalo SauceTasty Chicken ChiliBeef and Lamb RecipesPerfect Risotto With

Cheese And Beef BaconReliable Herbed Pot RoastEnergetic MeatballsScrumptious Beef

Shepherd’s PiePerfect Corn Beef DinnerSeafood RecipesLegendary Almond-Crusted

TilapiaExcellent Quick ‘N’ Easy PaellaGreat Cod With Sliced Almonds And PeasHappy “King”

CrabLucky Garlic CrabVintage Lemon-Ginger Cod With BroccoliBest Shrimp And Egg

RisottoNostalgic Creamy CrabMighty Baked Lemon FishCrazy Clam Shell CioppinoRice and

Pasta RecipesLucky Homemade Thai Coconut RiceHappy Colorful Roma RisottoGreat

Cheesy Chicken EnchiladaFantastic Amazing Lemon RisottoDelightful Lemon RisottoChapter

1: What Is Electric Pressure Cooking? Before you guys leave, check out your free

gift Basically pressure cooking is a cooking process that involves cooking food in some kind of

liquid in a sealed vessel under high pressure. But what does that exactly mean? Before getting

into the more details about electric pressure cooking, let’s take a really quick look at the history

of pressure cooking so you can better understand what makes the Power XL pressure cooker

so amazing & unique. The History of Pressure CookingThe first pressure cooker was invented

in the 1679 not by a chef but by a French physicist named Denis Papin. Though he initially

called his creation the “steam digester,” the device eventually came to be known as the

pressure cooker. Papin’s invention basically consisted of an airtight container that was filled

with water & food and then placed over heat. The heat turned the water to steam which quickly

increased the pressure inside the vessel, increasing the boiling point of the water & as a result

cooking the food more quickly than other contemporary cooking process. Over the next several

centuries, others experimented with it & then further perfected the design of Papin’s steam

digester. In 1864, a man in Stuttgart, Germany by the name of Georg Gutbrod managed to

produce pressure cookers using tinned cast iron. In 1917, a Spanish inventor by the name of

Jose Alix Martínez was granted a patent for what he called the olla exprés – this translates to

“express cooking pot”. A few years later, in 1924, he also managed to publish a book of recipes

for pressure cooking.The first pressure cooker designed for home use was invented by Alfred

Vischer, a New York City resident. He originally called it the Flex-Seal Speed Cooker. The

invention took off immediately which led to a great deal of competition between American & the

European manufacturers. As a result of this competition, manufacturers sought to quickly



improve & also perfect the design of the pressure cooker. The first generation of pressure

cookers was known as the “old type” by now. These cookers were usually constructed from

lightweight metal such as aluminum with a weight-modified valve that could be used to release

pressure during cooking. However, the second generation of pressure cookers utilized a spring-

loaded valve that allowed for two or even more pressure settings. Many of these pressure

cookers also featured an indicator that indicated the pressure level inside the device.In the mid

1990s, the third generation of pressure cookers was released. Rather than being placed on the

stove, these pressure cookers also be utilized an electric heat source & they were able to

regulate & also maintain the desired level of pressure inside the device. In the same way that

stove-top pressure cookers were modified & even perfected over time, so was the electric

pressure cooker. The first generations of devices were made with basically mechanical timers

that could track cooking time but were just incapable of delayed cooking. The second

generation immediately featured a digital timer that could be set to the desired cook time –

once the pressure inside the device reached the optimum level, the timer began to count

down. The third generation of electric pressure cookers features a smart programming which

actually enables the user to select from pre-set cook times & the pressure settings. Many of

these devices are also multifunctional, offering additional settings for sautéing or even making

yogurt, browning meat, steaming rice or keeping food warm. The Power XL electric pressure

cooker is one of these fantastic multifunctional devices.Chapter 2: The BenefitsSo, many of you

are asking why should you buy the Power Pressure Cooker XL? Besides the fact that the

power pressure cooker XL has an incredible taste & amazing flavor infusion technology that

traps all the cooking flavors & then keeps the intensity of the taste, here are some other merits

that will obviously convince you why setting some money aside for this iconic appliance of

every homemaker is the best home investment to make at this very instant.It is also Time

EfficientThe Power Pressure Cooker XL quickly traps the heated steam that occurs inside the

pot during the process of cooking & then creates a high-pressure environment that simply

contributes to quick cooking. But besides the fact that the steam & the pressure will cook your

meals by seventy percent faster than your stove, the efficiency of the Power Pressure Cooker

XL is also in the amazing preparation process. Because it requires no other skillets, pans or

woks & it uses a single-pot cooking process, the Power Pressure Cooker XL requires no

additional special preparations. It cooks without too much hassle & will also help you serve

tasty meals in a snap.It Also Has A Canning OptionUnlike the Instant Pot or any other pressure

cookers, this amazing, extra-large kitchen appliance comes with the option for canning & even

preserving food. If you love using those extra fruits & the veggies for creating some yummy

canned goods, then this is definitely the best way to do it.It is EconomicalNot only will the

Power Pressure Cooker XL save your precious time & money from energy, it’ll also allow you to

cook inexpensive food to such a juicy & even delightful perfection as if you used the most

expensive cuts of meat & not those actual chops that were on sale.It Preserves the

NutrientsUnlike the meals cooked with most of the typical cookware, the Power Pressure

Cooker XL leaves the amazing nutrients intact. Due to the steam & the pressure flow going on

inside the Power Pressure Cooker XL during the cooking process, the food eventually

preserves its moisture & juiciness even after being cooked thoroughly. The high-pressure

environment locks in all the precious vitamins & the healthy nutrients, which means healthier &

more nutritious meals for your dinner table.It Saves EnergyYou guessed it right. Since pressure

cookers require less time to prepare food, it is obvious they use less energy to create equally

tasty meals. Now simply say goodbye to wasting your energy with your pots, pans, & the

burners, because once you start cooking with the Power Pressure Cooker XL, you'll drastically



cut back on used energy. That’ll not only keep more money in your pocket each & every month,

but it’ll also keep your stove clean at all times – since you'll rarely use it.It Does Not Expose

You to Harmful SubstancesLast but not the least, it is not uncommon that most cooking

process don't only deprive the foods of their wholesomeness & they also destroys the vitamins,

minerals & the other nutrients during the process of cooking. They also create certain harmful

compounds such as elements that cause cancer or even elevate the blood pressure. This is yet

another strong reason why you should choose to cook your meals with the Power Pressure

Cooker XL. Cooking under such firm pressure, the food is not only able to preserve its

nutrients, but it is also prevented from being exposed to harmful compounds.Chapter 3:

Meeting The Power Pressure Cooker Xl Take a look at the image above. That’s the Power

Pressure Cooker XL. As you can see, it looks similar to a crockpot. It has a lid, body, & & also a

digital control panel. The PPCXL comes in four sizes: 6-quart, 8-quart, a 8-quart deluxe, &

even a 10-quart. The 8-quart deluxe comes with a canning lid, steaming rack, & three color

options. For most families, a 6-quart is a regular good size, though for recipes that make

enough food for eight or more, an 8-quart simply allows you to make everything in one

batch. The most crucial technical spec on this amazing model is that the PSI tops at 7.2. PSI

stands for “pounds per square inch.”Right now, let’s walk through the display panel & what all

the smart buttons mean. You'll find the following on your cooker: Canning/preserving - This

goes to 11 to 12 PSI, & makes it possible to pressure can in the PPCXL. Delay Timer - This

lets you delay cooking time. Soup/Stew - The PSI is just automatically 7.2, which is true for all

the buttons except the canning. The only difference is the default time, which for soup/stew is

about 10 minutes.Rice/Risotto - Default time is 5 to 6 minutes. Slow cook - The default time is

about 2 hours, & you may adjust up to 6 or 12 hours.Vegetables/ Fish/Steam - Default time is

about 2 minutes Time adjustment - After choosing a cooking program, you may change the

default time by pressing this button. Keep warm/Cancel - If you choose the wrong function,

quickly hit this button to reset. When the pressure cooker is finally finished for the time you

chose, the cooker automatically then switches to the Keep Warm function. Chicken/Meat – The

default time is around 15 minutes Cook Time Selector - When you've chosen a cooking

program, you can push this button to adjust to “Medium” or even “Well” for meat, or “White,”

“Brown,” or perhaps even “Wild,” for different types of rice. Chapter 4: Cleaning Solutions Once

you’ve used your cooker for a while, you might discover that it isn’t as shiny & that pretty as it

used to be. There are ways you can tackle different types of stains & that will keep your

pressure cooker in good shape. The most common blemishes are: Alkali stainsMineral

stains Heat tint Cleaning alkali stains Alkali stains are mostly caused by certain cleaning

solutions that have baking soda or even ammonia. If the pot just has some light stains, you can

imply get rid of them by cooking foods with acid. For the heavier stains, boil a mixture of a few

drops of vinegar, tartar cream (about 2-3 tablespoons) & a quart of water for a max of about 10

minutes. Then, scrub well with a soapy sponge & then quickly rinse. Cleaning mineral stains If

your tap water has minerals, the aluminum of your pressure cooker can begin to stain

eventually. The easiest way to clean these off is with vinegar & lemon juice. Simply rub the

stain with vinegar & then let it sit on the stain for about 4-5 hours. Rinse with water & then

quickly polish with real lemon juice. Next, rinse again in hot water & then dry right away.

Remember to use a soft cloth or even a sponge, so you don’t scratch the surface. Heat

tint These stains appear when your pressure cooker gets too hot or even runs without enough

water. It causes the blue-purple discoloration, & you can’t get rid of it. However, you can be

sure that the stain just doesn’t get worse, because dark stains indicate that your pressure

cooker is actually wearing down. When you’re not worsening the heat tint, it can fade. Chapter



5: Power Pressure Cooker XlCooking Guide / Specifications Please note that cooking times are

approximate; so please use them as a guideline only. The Power Pressure Cooker XL requires

the addition of liquid in some form or other. Also, never fill the inner pot of your Power Pressure

Cooker XL above the MAX line. Chapter 6: RecipesNow check out these power pressure

cooker recipes.Breakfast Recipes

Basically pressure cooking is a cooking process that involves cooking food in some kind of

liquid in a sealed vessel under high pressure. But what does that exactly mean? Before getting

into the more details about electric pressure cooking, let’s take a really quick look at the history

of pressure cooking so you can better understand what makes the Power XL pressure cooker

so amazing & unique. The History of Pressure CookingThe first pressure cooker was invented

in the 1679 not by a chef but by a French physicist named Denis Papin. Though he initially

called his creation the “steam digester,” the device eventually came to be known as the

pressure cooker. Papin’s invention basically consisted of an airtight container that was filled

with water & food and then placed over heat. The heat turned the water to steam which quickly

increased the pressure inside the vessel, increasing the boiling point of the water & as a result

cooking the food more quickly than other contemporary cooking process. Over the next several

centuries, others experimented with it & then further perfected the design of Papin’s steam

digester. In 1864, a man in Stuttgart, Germany by the name of Georg Gutbrod managed to

produce pressure cookers using tinned cast iron. In 1917, a Spanish inventor by the name of

Jose Alix Martínez was granted a patent for what he called the olla exprés – this translates to

“express cooking pot”. A few years later, in 1924, he also managed to publish a book of recipes

for pressure cooking.The first pressure cooker designed for home use was invented by Alfred

Vischer, a New York City resident. He originally called it the Flex-Seal Speed Cooker. The

invention took off immediately which led to a great deal of competition between American & the

European manufacturers. As a result of this competition, manufacturers sought to quickly

improve & also perfect the design of the pressure cooker. The first generation of pressure

cookers was known as the “old type” by now. These cookers were usually constructed from

lightweight metal such as aluminum with a weight-modified valve that could be used to release

pressure during cooking. However, the second generation of pressure cookers utilized a spring-

loaded valve that allowed for two or even more pressure settings. Many of these pressure

cookers also featured an indicator that indicated the pressure level inside the device.In the mid

1990s, the third generation of pressure cookers was released. Rather than being placed on the

stove, these pressure cookers also be utilized an electric heat source & they were able to

regulate & also maintain the desired level of pressure inside the device. In the same way that

stove-top pressure cookers were modified & even perfected over time, so was the electric

pressure cooker. The first generations of devices were made with basically mechanical timers

that could track cooking time but were just incapable of delayed cooking. The second

generation immediately featured a digital timer that could be set to the desired cook time –

once the pressure inside the device reached the optimum level, the timer began to count

down. The third generation of electric pressure cookers features a smart programming which

actually enables the user to select from pre-set cook times & the pressure settings. Many of

these devices are also multifunctional, offering additional settings for sautéing or even making

yogurt, browning meat, steaming rice or keeping food warm. The Power XL electric pressure

cooker is one of these fantastic multifunctional devices.Chapter 2: The BenefitsSo, many of you

are asking why should you buy the Power Pressure Cooker XL? Besides the fact that the

power pressure cooker XL has an incredible taste & amazing flavor infusion technology that



traps all the cooking flavors & then keeps the intensity of the taste, here are some other merits

that will obviously convince you why setting some money aside for this iconic appliance of

every homemaker is the best home investment to make at this very instant.It is also Time

EfficientThe Power Pressure Cooker XL quickly traps the heated steam that occurs inside the

pot during the process of cooking & then creates a high-pressure environment that simply

contributes to quick cooking. But besides the fact that the steam & the pressure will cook your

meals by seventy percent faster than your stove, the efficiency of the Power Pressure Cooker

XL is also in the amazing preparation process. Because it requires no other skillets, pans or

woks & it uses a single-pot cooking process, the Power Pressure Cooker XL requires no

additional special preparations. It cooks without too much hassle & will also help you serve

tasty meals in a snap.It Also Has A Canning OptionUnlike the Instant Pot or any other pressure

cookers, this amazing, extra-large kitchen appliance comes with the option for canning & even

preserving food. If you love using those extra fruits & the veggies for creating some yummy

canned goods, then this is definitely the best way to do it.It is EconomicalNot only will the

Power Pressure Cooker XL save your precious time & money from energy, it’ll also allow you to

cook inexpensive food to such a juicy & even delightful perfection as if you used the most

expensive cuts of meat & not those actual chops that were on sale.It Preserves the

NutrientsUnlike the meals cooked with most of the typical cookware, the Power Pressure

Cooker XL leaves the amazing nutrients intact. Due to the steam & the pressure flow going on

inside the Power Pressure Cooker XL during the cooking process, the food eventually

preserves its moisture & juiciness even after being cooked thoroughly. The high-pressure

environment locks in all the precious vitamins & the healthy nutrients, which means healthier &

more nutritious meals for your dinner table.It Saves EnergyYou guessed it right. Since pressure

cookers require less time to prepare food, it is obvious they use less energy to create equally

tasty meals. Now simply say goodbye to wasting your energy with your pots, pans, & the

burners, because once you start cooking with the Power Pressure Cooker XL, you'll drastically

cut back on used energy. That’ll not only keep more money in your pocket each & every month,

but it’ll also keep your stove clean at all times – since you'll rarely use it.It Does Not Expose

You to Harmful SubstancesLast but not the least, it is not uncommon that most cooking

process don't only deprive the foods of their wholesomeness & they also destroys the vitamins,

minerals & the other nutrients during the process of cooking. They also create certain harmful

compounds such as elements that cause cancer or even elevate the blood pressure. This is yet

another strong reason why you should choose to cook your meals with the Power Pressure

Cooker XL. Cooking under such firm pressure, the food is not only able to preserve its

nutrients, but it is also prevented from being exposed to harmful compounds.Chapter 3:

Meeting The Power Pressure Cooker Xl Take a look at the image above. That’s the Power

Pressure Cooker XL. As you can see, it looks similar to a crockpot. It has a lid, body, & & also a

digital control panel. The PPCXL comes in four sizes: 6-quart, 8-quart, a 8-quart deluxe, &

even a 10-quart. The 8-quart deluxe comes with a canning lid, steaming rack, & three color

options. For most families, a 6-quart is a regular good size, though for recipes that make

enough food for eight or more, an 8-quart simply allows you to make everything in one

batch. The most crucial technical spec on this amazing model is that the PSI tops at 7.2. PSI

stands for “pounds per square inch.”Right now, let’s walk through the display panel & what all

the smart buttons mean. You'll find the following on your cooker: Canning/preserving - This

goes to 11 to 12 PSI, & makes it possible to pressure can in the PPCXL. Delay Timer - This

lets you delay cooking time. Soup/Stew - The PSI is just automatically 7.2, which is true for all

the buttons except the canning. The only difference is the default time, which for soup/stew is



about 10 minutes.Rice/Risotto - Default time is 5 to 6 minutes. Slow cook - The default time is

about 2 hours, & you may adjust up to 6 or 12 hours.Vegetables/ Fish/Steam - Default time is

about 2 minutes Time adjustment - After choosing a cooking program, you may change the

default time by pressing this button. Keep warm/Cancel - If you choose the wrong function,

quickly hit this button to reset. When the pressure cooker is finally finished for the time you

chose, the cooker automatically then switches to the Keep Warm function. Chicken/Meat – The

default time is around 15 minutes Cook Time Selector - When you've chosen a cooking

program, you can push this button to adjust to “Medium” or even “Well” for meat, or “White,”

“Brown,” or perhaps even “Wild,” for different types of rice. Chapter 4: Cleaning Solutions Once

you’ve used your cooker for a while, you might discover that it isn’t as shiny & that pretty as it

used to be. There are ways you can tackle different types of stains & that will keep your

pressure cooker in good shape. The most common blemishes are: Alkali stainsMineral

stains Heat tint Cleaning alkali stains Alkali stains are mostly caused by certain cleaning

solutions that have baking soda or even ammonia. If the pot just has some light stains, you can

imply get rid of them by cooking foods with acid. For the heavier stains, boil a mixture of a few

drops of vinegar, tartar cream (about 2-3 tablespoons) & a quart of water for a max of about 10

minutes. Then, scrub well with a soapy sponge & then quickly rinse. Cleaning mineral stains If

your tap water has minerals, the aluminum of your pressure cooker can begin to stain

eventually. The easiest way to clean these off is with vinegar & lemon juice. Simply rub the

stain with vinegar & then let it sit on the stain for about 4-5 hours. Rinse with water & then

quickly polish with real lemon juice. Next, rinse again in hot water & then dry right away.

Remember to use a soft cloth or even a sponge, so you don’t scratch the surface. Heat

tint These stains appear when your pressure cooker gets too hot or even runs without enough

water. It causes the blue-purple discoloration, & you can’t get rid of it. However, you can be

sure that the stain just doesn’t get worse, because dark stains indicate that your pressure

cooker is actually wearing down. When you’re not worsening the heat tint, it can fade. Chapter

5: Power Pressure Cooker XlCooking Guide / Specifications Please note that cooking times are

approximate; so please use them as a guideline only. The Power Pressure Cooker XL requires

the addition of liquid in some form or other. Also, never fill the inner pot of your Power Pressure

Cooker XL above the MAX line. Chapter 6: RecipesNow check out these power pressure

cooker recipes.Breakfast RecipesPinnacle Bell Pepper, Potato Egg BakeJumpstart your taste. ?

Ingredients:• 1/4 cup cheddar cheese • Salt and pepper to

taste • About 2.5 tbsp. sour cream • 1/2 sliced onion • 1

and 1/2 tbsp. olive-oil • 4 beaten eggs • 1 and 1/2 cups

water • About 1 sliced red bell pepper • 1 big yellow potato

(Sliced) Directions:First of all, please make sure you’ve all the ingredients available. Turn the

Power Pressure Cooker-XL to the “Chicken  D Meat” setting & add oil. Now when shiny and hot,

add potatoes, so they don’t overlap. After 2 to 5 minutes, flip the potatoes After 2 to 5 minutes,

add onion & cook properly for another 2 to 5 minutes This step is important. Toss in the bell

pepper & keep cooking until the onion turns clear. Then remove everything from the pot & plate

for now Pour water into the pot & lower in the trivet. Prepare C� 6–inch baking dish with butter. In C�

bowl, whisk eggs, salt, sour cream, and pepper Now add 1/2 of the onion, potatoes, & bell

pepper mixture – layering in that order – into the dish, seasoning with C� sprinkle of salt and

pepper Pour half of the eggs on top. Top with half the cheese. Then repeat the potato  D onion  D

pepper layering, finishing off with the rest of the eggs & cheese. Wrap tightly in foil & put on top

of the trivet One thing remains to be done. Seal the lid. Press “Chicken  D Meat” again and cook

properly for about 15 to 20 minutes. Finally when time is up, quick release the pressure. 
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